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Annotation: The Island of Doctor Moreau has been a favorite of young adult readers for many 

years. Wells's novel is often described as a dark and provocative parable similar to Mary Shelleys' 

"Franken weenie" in that it contemplates the effects of misguided scientific progress on humanity. 
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novel's religious, mythical, historical, and scientific influences.  
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I.  Introduction 

The Island of Doctor Moreau was adapted into an illustrated young adult edition by Steven Grant 

and Eric Vincent. The novel begins with an introduction that explains that the narrative is a work of 

fiction written by a former medical student. Prendick, the sole survivor of the sunken Lady 

Vain, was on the verge of death and drifting aimlessly in the Pacific Ocean when his 

lifeboat was discovered by the Ipecacuanha, a trading vessel bound for Noble's Isle. A man named 

Montgomery is in charge of a cargo of wild animals. 

Wells was born into a lower-middle-class family in a suburb of London.He received a scholarship 

to London University and the Royal College of Science, where he studied zoology. After 

graduating from London University, Wells published his first nonfiction work, Text-Book 

of Biology. Wells was an advocate of the new, the iconoclastic, and the daring and most of his 

short stories were published before World War I. His optimistic vision of humankind was upset by 

the war and its aftermath. The necessity of education was stressed by Wells's ideas on the 

perfectibility of humanity. Wells's fiction and nonfiction became more and more popular 

during the 1920s and 1930s. 

II. Literature review 

Edward Prendick is an Englishman with a scientific education who survived a wreck in the 

southern Pacific Ocean. A man named Montgomery revives him after he was taken aboard a ship. 

M'ling is a grotesque bestial native who appears to be Montgomery's manservant. A number of 

animals are on the ship. Prendick was told by the captain to leave the ship with Montgomery. 

Montgomery will not be able to host Prendick on the island. The captain left Prendick in a dinghy 

and sailed away. Montgomery rescues Prendick after seeing that the captain has abandoned him. 

Prendick will be housed in an outer room of an enclosed compound because ships rarely pass the 

island. 

III. Analysis 

The island is owned by Dr. Moreau. Prendick has heard of the case of Moreau, who fled England 

as a result of his gruesome experiments being exposed. On the next day, Moreau starts working on 

a puma. Prendick went into the jungle when he heard that Moreau was doing a painful experiment 

on the animal. He comes upon a group of people who seem human. Prendick stuns the pursuer with 
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a stone and observes that he is a monstrous hybrid of animal and man. Montgomery refused to be 

open with Prendick when he returned to the enclosure. Prendick finally gave in after failing to get 

an explanation. Prendick gets up the next morning and remembers the previous night's activities. 

The door to the operating room was left unlatched.МHe believes that he is the next test subject. He 

runs into the jungle where he meets an ape-man who takes him to a colony of similar creatures. 

Their leader is a large grey creature named the Sayer of the Law who has a list of prohibitions 

against bestial behavior and praise for Moreau. 

The pain he causes is insignificant and unavoidable in the name of his scientific experiments. He 

states that pain is an animalistic instinct that one who is truly human cannot have and that he cut his 

thigh with a penknife to prove his point. 

One day, Prendick and Montgomery meet a rabbit. The assembly of the Beast Folk is made up of 

people who are against eating flesh and tasting blood. 

The Leopard-Man knows that he will be sent back to Dr. Moreau's compound for more pain. 

Prendick shoots him to spare him from further suffering after the group corners him in some 

undergrowth. Prendick believes that the Leopard-Man was not solely responsible for the deaths of 

people because he was seen breaking several laws, such as drinking water bent down like 

an animal and running on all fours. 

Prendick becomes numb to the grotesqueness of the Beast Folk as time goes on. 

One day, the half-finished puma woman escapes from the lab. Dr. Moreau and her end up fighting 

each other, leading to their deaths. Montgomery decided to share his alcohol with the Beast Folk. 

Prendick resolves to leave the island, but later hears a commotion outside in which Montgomery, 

his servant M'ling, and the Sayer of the Law died. Prendick lives on the island with the Beast Folk 

after the deaths of Montgomery and Moreau. The Beast Folk return to walking on 

all fours and leave their shared living areas for the wild as the time goes by. They stop following 

Prendick's instructions. The Dog-Man was Prendick's faithful companion The Sloth Cre helped. 

Prendick tried to build a raft. Luckily for him, the captain of the ship that picked Prendick up 

and the sailor that brought him to the beach had a boat that carried two corpses. (8) Prendick is 

picked up three days after leaving the island. He is thought to be mad when he tells his story. He 

pretended to be amnesiac. Prendick is no longer comfortable in the presence of humans after 

returning to England. 

                                                                    
1Barnes & Noble. "The Island of Doctor Moreau: Original and Unabridged". Barnes & Noble. 

Not to go on all-fours; that is the Law. Are we not men? 

Not to suck up Drink; that is the Law. Are we not men? 

Not to eat Fish or Flesh; that is the Law. Are we not men? 

Not to claw the Bark of Trees; that is the Law. Are we not men? 

Not to chase other Men; that is the Law. Are we not men?
1 1 

Prendick escapes to the jungle when Dr. Moreau burst into the colony looking for him. He wants to 

drown himself in the ocean so that Moreau won't experiment on him. The creatures called the Beast 

Folk were not men, but animals. Prendick went back to the enclosure where he was told that 

he had been on the island for eleven years and was trying to make a transformation from an animal 

to a human. 

http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-island-of-doctor-moreau-h-g-wells/1120353655?ean=9781499744446
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fish
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The horizon of a man is presented to the island. The hero-narrator is a first-person narrative. His 

adventures on the island are our only source of information. 

We can see it through his eyes, his sensations, and his consciousness, but we can't know what the 

Beast People and the two Whites are up to. Edward is the narrator. He first saw the wreckage of 

the lady van on which he had traveled He first saw the wreckage of the lady van on which he had 

traveled. The dinghy, in which he finds himself half-dead, is pulled by Ipecacuanha 

and his drunken captain, who frees himself from the cargo, in what he calls the "island of hell." The 

dinghy, in which he finds himself half-dead, is pulled by Ipecacuanha and his drunken captain, who 

frees himself from the cargo, in what he calls the "island of hell."  

IV. Discussion 

Plendic only goes to the "unnamed" island at this point (§2:10), and Montgomery is "the 

exile of civilization" after "lost his head for 10 minutes on a foggy night" in London Plendic only 

goes to the "unnamed" island at this point (§2:10), and Montgomery is "the exile of civilization" 

after "lost his head for 10 minutes on a foggy night" in London. After the scene of violence 

and tyranny on the boat, which the captain declares "law and prophet”, Plendic considers the 

island a paradise for peace. After the scene of violence and tyranny on the boat, which the captain 

declares "law and prophet”, Plendic considers the island a paradise for peace. Ell was "hidden in 

the dark" as a shelter to see "this little island" Ell was "hidden in the dark" as a shelter to see "this 

little island".  

Island as a mythical space it is fitting to conversation of legendary space, instead of myth. Myth is 

in fact a metaphorical talk within the shape of a story, one which offers a reply to a fundamental 

human address. In like manner, myth is constative, in spite of its anecdotal frame. This is 

often not by and large the case with Wells's "logical sentiments." Whereas they clearly display 

themselves as fictions that empower a metaphorical perusing, 

they don't continue by attestation or loan themselves to a stubborn reading; instead they take 

off open the address they bargain with, provoking reflection more than eliciting a reply. This has as 

of now been apparent within the epilog to The Time Machine, and will before long be so once 

more within The War of the Universes.  

As for Moreau, its humorous and nonconformist tone is distant from the confident perspective of 

myth. Still, the reality that it alludes to and 

borrows components from numerous myths welcomes us to ask whether Moreau constitutes a myth 

itself. To begin with of all, we might note that the time Prendick spends on the island 

is surrounded, as in numerous "gallant myths," by passing and wreck. On the primary dinghy, he 

sees his companions battle one another and kick the bucket, and once more two 

dead individuals (one of whom appears to have been the captain of the Ipecacuanha) pilot 

the pontoon which makes a difference him to elude from the island and return to London. 

In both of these cases, as with the two white men on the island, Prendick remains each time the 

"living third," the sole surviving witness to the passing of his companions, the chosen one, 

the representative. 

This rehashed theme moreover places the story against an epic-motif foundation: the start returned 

from the arrive of the dead. He returned to civilization after living close to animals. He came back 

from a beyond, which made sense to him because his visions of humankind were still sunk 

in animality. The testimony of a person who has been beyond is close to the story of Wells's 

Time Traveller. 
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The encounter with animality is made through science. The religious aspect to Moreau's actions is 

given by playing the demiurge. The island becomes a laboratory version of Genesis, the text for its 

own purposes recapitulating in a way that is similar to the Creationist hypothesis. Ironically, from a 

creationist point of view, this human achievement resulting from the "Journey of Humanity" 

(§14:99) needs to be associated with the evolutionary hypothesis15Ironically, from a creationist 

point of view, this human achievement resulting from the "Journey of Humanity" (§14:99) needs 

to be associated with the evolutionary hypothesis15. In fact, what Morrow is doing is playing with 

evolution, since it advances arbitrarily and without purpose. In fact, what Morrow is doing is 

playing with evolution, since it advances arbitrarily and without purpose. Therefore, although this 

text clearly shows the double layers that prove the elements of Jewish and Christian mythology, it 

does not in itself constitute a new myth. Therefore, although this text clearly shows the double 

layers that prove the elements of Jewish and Christian mythology, it does not in itself constitute a 

new myth. The recasting or bringing up to date of a myth is always done within a 

contextual framework, which tends to account for and clarify it. The myth of Prometheus and 

his role in the 19th century is not due to chance. We should ask if the variation on Genesis in 

conjunction with the utopian island is specific to the end of the century. What way does it happen? 

V. Conclusion 

To be clear, in spite of the fact that, my bigger point isn't that Wells ought 

to have essentially altered the pro-vivisectionist equation by, say, speaking to sensitivity as 

volitional and the concealment of it as intuitively. For why must we celebrate the 

“wondrous control of the will” (Darwin [1872] 1998, 190)? Moreover, how precisely do we 

go almost classifying behaviors as volitional or intuitively within the to begin with put? On the off 

chance that, from a thoroughly realist point of view, bodies are all we are – in the event that, as 

Ellis exquisitely puts it, “an living being is never majestic nor remarkable to nature but or 

maybe exists as and through a tremendous ecology of interdependencies” (2018, 12) – at that 

point there's no supernatural power beyond the body and its emergent systems to which we 

will offer when we wish to sentence or celebrate 

our sentiments approximately nonhuman creatures. Fair as a few animals are not 

less epitomized than others, a few mental behaviors are not less implanted in materiality. 

The bigger issue isn't whether sensitivity is “volitional” or “instinctive” but whether 

we point to develop it in research facilities. Ought to researchers, as Haraway advocates, “ a 

radical capacity to keep in mind and feel what is going on”.  

Or ought to they depend on what she and Benston call a “sacrificial logic” that 

“euphemize[s]” savagery and encourages the concealment of feeling for nonhuman creatures ? 

In reaction to these questions still so important nowadays, Wells verifiably calls for the last 

mentioned. 
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